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IBPS RRB PO (SCALE – I) PRELIMS MODEL MOCK TEST - 8

 

QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE 

 

Direction (1-5): Study the table to answer the given 

questions. 

  

1) What is the difference between the total number 

of people living in State MH, MP and Rajasthan 

who do not watch “Dangel” and the total number of 

people living in these three states together who 

watch DANGEL? 
A)138000  B) 110000 C) 183000  D) 381000 

E) None of these 

 

2) What is the average number of Males who watch 

Bahubali in all the states together? 

A)25800B) 258000C) 258500D) 250000 

E) None of these 

 

3) The ratio of total number of Males to the total 

number of females in State MH is 6 : 4. 

Whatpercent of the female population in MH 

watches Half GF? 

A) 45%B) 50%C) 49%  D) 40%  E) 44% 

 

4) The total viewers(males and females) of Delhi 

watching “SULTAN” is what percent more than the 

total viewers (male and female) of Rajasthan who 

are watching Bahubali? 

A) 10%B) 11.11%C) 12.09%D) 10.09% 

E) None of these 

 

5) What is the ratio of number of females who 

watch Half GF in UP and Rajasthan together to the 

number of females who watch DANGEL in the 

same states together? 
A)65 : 62B) 8 : 7C) 10 : 11D) 65 : 63 

E) None of these 

 

Directions (6-10): What approximate value will 

come in place of the question-mark (?) in the 

following questions ? (You are not expected to 

calculate the exact value.) 

 

 

6) 465×84 + 765×86 – 211×99 = ? 
a) 84000  b) 10800  c) 83000d) 85000  e) 86000 

 

7) 151.1% of 151.1 + 151.1 = ? 

a) 380b) 400  c) 350   d) 420  e) 440 

 

8) 2001 × 473 ÷ 1001 – 245 = ? 

a) 650   b) 700  c) 950   d) 850  e) 1000 

 

9) √2400 - √1220 + √440 = ? 

a) 59   b) 35  c) 44   d) 25  e) 30 

 

10) 501/58 × 291/101 ÷ 31/155 = ? 

a) 140   b) 125  c) 95   d) 85  e) 110 

 

11)A is able to do a piece of work in 15 days & B 

can do the same work in 20 days .If they can work 

together for 4 days, what is the fraction of work left 

? 
A)8/15B)7/15C)11/15D)2/11E)None  

 

12)Cost price of each of the articles A & B is Rs X . 

Article A was sold at a profit of 10 % & the article 

B was sold at a profit of 30 % . If the overall profit 

earned after selling both the articles is Rs 136 , what 

is the value of “X” 
A)340B)300C)360D)380E)320 

 

13) Population of a village increased by 5 % from 

2007 to 2008 and by 25 % from 2008 to 2009. If the 

population of the village was 480 in 2007, what was 

its population in 2009 ? 

A)640B)610C)630D)650E)670 

 

14) A person covers a certain distance by travelling 

at a uniform speed of 120 km/hr for 90 minute. At 

what speed will he have to travel in order to cover 

the same distance in 1 hr 20 min? 
A)135B)125C)140D)130E)145 

 

15)In jar A, 120 lite milk was mixed with 24 litre 

water. 12 litre of this mixture was taken out and 3 

litre water was added. If 27 litre of newly formed 

mixture is taken out . What will be the resultant 

quantity of water in jar A ? 

A)20B)30C)25D)35E)40 
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16) A boat, whose speed is 15 km/hr in still water 

goes 30 km downstream and comes back in a total 

of 4 hrs 30 min. What is the speed of the stream ? 

A)10B)6C)5D)4E)15 

 

7)Six years ago, the ratio of the ages of Kunal and 

Sagar was 6:5 .Four years hence, the ratio of their 

ages will be 11:10 . What is sagar‟s present age ? 

A)16 yearsB)18 yearsC)20 yearsD)22 years 

E)25 years 

 

18) A number X is 150 more than a second number 

,Y . If the sum of X & Y is 5 times Y, wht is the 

value of Y ? 
A)50B)40C)80D)60E)70 

 

19) In the month of march ,Hiten spent 45 % of 

his monthly salary on paying bill and rent. Out of 

the remaining salary, he invested 60 % in PPF & 

the remaining he deposited in bank. He deposited 

Rs 15400 in bank. If in April , he got an increment 

of 10 % , what was his salary in April ? 
A)84000B)77000C)110000D)59000 

E)68000 

 

20) A bag contain 20 tickets numbered from 1 to 20 

. Two tickets are drawn at random. What is the 

probability that both numbers are prime ? 
A)8/20B)14/95C)7/20D)21/190E)21/95 

 

Directions (21-25) What will come in place 

of question mark (?) in the given number ser 

21)148,152,161,177,?,238 

A)189B)184C)204D)230E)202 

 

22) 4,2,2,3,6,? 

A)11B)15C)9D)28E)21 

 

23) 339,355,323,371,307,? 

A)407B)354C)328D)387E)388 

 

24) 5,14,40,117,347,? 
A)564B)468C)366D)1036E)674 

 

25) 12,24,96,576, ? ,46080 

A)3542B)3890C)4248D)4608E)3246 

 

Directions(26-30): In each of these questions 

two equations numbered I and II are given. You 

have to solve both the equations and give answer. 

26)  I. x
2
-32x+256=0 

    II. y
2
-33y+272=0 

A. x < y 

B. x ≤ y 

C. x > y 

D. x ≥ y 

E. If either x=y or the relationship can’t be 

established 

 

27) I. 3x-4y+9=0 

      II.7x-7y-7=0 
A. x < y 

B. x ≤ y 

C. x > y 

D. x ≥ y 

E. If either x=y or the relationship can’t be 

established 

 

28) I. x
2
-2x-15=0 

      II. y
2
-9y+14=0 

A. x < y 

B. x ≤ y 

C. x > y 

D. x ≥ y 

E. If either x=y or the relationship can’t be 

established 

 

29) I. 4x
2
-8x+3=0 

        II. 4y
2
+8y+3=0 

A. x < y 

B. x ≤ y 

C. x > y 

D. x ≥ y 

E. If either x=y or the relationship can’t be 

established 

 

30) I. 2x
2
-3x+1=0 

      II. 2y
2
-4y+2=0 

A. x < y 

B. x ≤ y 

C. x > y 

D. x ≥ y 

E. If either x=y or the relationship can’t be 

established 

 

Directions (31-35): Study the following pie chart 

carefully and answer the questions given below. 
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Percentage wise distribution of the number of mobile 

phones sold by a shopkeeper during six months 

 
The respective ratio between the numbers of mobile 

phones sold of company Nokia and Samsung during six 

months 

Months Nokia : 

Samsung 

January 10:9 

February 4:3 

March 2:3 

April 3:5 

May 6:5 

June 3:2 

31) If in January the total mobile sold was 19%, 

then what is the ratio between the number of Nokia 

mobiles sold in January to the number of Samsung 

mobiles sold in April? 
A) 3:5B) 5:7C) 2:1D) 3:2 

E) Cannot be determined 

 

32) What is the respective ratio between the number 

of mobile phones sold of Nokia in February to the 

number of mobile phones sold of Samsung in June? 
A) 3:5B) 5:3C) 2:1D) 1:2 

E) Cannot be determined 

 

33) If the shopkeeper earned a total profit Rs. 

1250000 on selling Samsung mobiles during May, 

what was his profit earned on each mobile phones of 

that company during the same month? 
A) 250B) 300C) 350D) 400 

E) Cannot be determined 

 

34) In how many months the number of Nokia 

mobiles sold is more than the number of Samsung 

mobiles sold? 
A) TwoB) ThreeC) FourD) FiveE) Six 

 

35) If in January the total mobile sold was 19%, 

then what is the difference between the total 

number of Nokia mobiles sold to the number of 

Samsung mobile sold over the months? 
A) 150B) 200C) 250D) 300E) 400 

 

Direction(36-40): Study the following Graph 

carefully to answer the given questions 

 
36) What is the % increase in the income of 

Company B from 2006 to 2008 ? 
A)12(1/2)%B) 33(1/3)%  C) 40%D) 37(1/5)% 

E) None of these 

 

37) The total income of all three companies together 

was minimum in which of the following years ? 
A) 2010  B) 2007  C) 2005D)2008 

E) None of these 

 

38) In which year was the % increase in the income 

of Company C from the previous year maximum ? 
A) 2007B) 2010C) 2005D) 2006 

E) None of these 

 

39) What is the ratio of total income of all three 

companies in 2005 to that in 2006 ? 
A) 4:5B) 5:3C) 3:5D) 4:7  E) None of these 

 

40) The income of Company C in 2008 is what % of 

income of Company B in 2009 ? 
A) 83.33%B) 89%  C) 78%D) 90%  

E) None of these 

 

REASONING ABILITY 

 

(41-45)  The given statements are followed by two 

conclusions. Mark the appropriate answer. 
(A) Only conclusion a follows 

(B) Only conclusion b follows 

(C) Either Conclusion a or b follows 

(D) Neither conclusion a nor b follows 

(E) Both conclusions a and b follow 

41) Statement: 
A > B, B ≤ C, D = E, C > D 
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Conclusions: 
I) A > E 

II) C > E 

 

42) Statement: 
A ≥ B, C = D, E > F, E ≥ D, B > C 

Conclusions: 
I. D > F 

II. C ≥ F 

 

 43) Statement: 
A > B, D > E, C = D, E > F, B ≥ C 

Conclusions: 
I. B ≥ E 

II. B > F 

 

44) Statement: 
P ≤ Q, Q > R, T ≥ U, S > R, T = S 

Conclusions: 
I. R ≥ U 

II. P ≤ U 

 

45) Statement: 
C = D, D < E, B ≥ C, A > B, E = F 

Conclusions: 
I. B > D 

II. B = D 

 

Directions (46-50): Read the following information 

carefully and answer the questions. 
In a School  event, different Subjects are 

scheduled to be held on seven days, starting on 

Monday and ending on Sunday. Two Subjects are 

scheduled to be held on Saturday as well as on Sunday 

and one Subject on each of the remaining five days. 

The Subjects to be held in these seven days are: 

Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Reasoning, English, G.k., 

Computer, Maths and Hindi, but not necessarily in the 

same order. G.k. is scheduled to be held on Thursday. 

Biology and Hindi are scheduled to be held on the same 

day. Maths is scheduled to be held three days before 

Physics, i.e., two Subjects are scheduled between 

Maths and Physics. Maths is not scheduled to be held 

on Wednesday. Computer is scheduled immediately 

after the day Biology is scheduled. Chemistry is 

scheduled immediately after the day Maths is 

scheduled. English is not scheduled on Monday. 

 

46) Which of the following Subjects is scheduled to 

be held on  Friday? 
A. PhysicsB. MathsC. EnglishD. Computer 

E. Reasoning 

 

47) Which of the following Subjects is scheduled to 

be held on  Sunday? 
A. ChemistryB. MathsC. PhysicsD. Hindi 

E. English 

 

48) On which of the following days is Reasoning 

scheduled? 
A. SaturdayB. FridayC. WednesdayD. Monday 

E. Cannot be determined 

 

49) On which of the following days is Computer 

scheduled? 
A. MondayB. TuesdayC. Wednesday 

D. FridayE. Sunday 

 

50) G.K. is related to Physics in the same way as 

Maths is related to 
A. ReasoningB. ChemistryC. G.k. 

D. ComputerE. Biology 

 

Directions (51-55): Read the following information 

carefully and answer the questions. 
Twelve people are sitting in two parallel rows 

containing six people each, in such a way that there is 

an equal distance between adjacent persons. In row-1 P, 

Q, R, S, T and V are seated and all of them are facing 

South. In row-2 A, B, C, D, E and F are seated and all 

of them are facing North. Therefore, in the given 

seating arrangement each member seated in a row faces 

another member of the other row. S sits third to right of 

Q. Either S or Q sits at an extreme end of the line. The 

one who faces Q sits second to right of E. Two people 

sit between B and F. Neither B nor F sits at an extreme 

end of the line. The immediate neighbor of B faces the 

person who sits third to left of P. R and T are 

immediate neighbors of each other. C sits second to the 

left of A. T does not face the immediate neighbor of D. 

51) Who amongst the following sit at extreme ends 

of the rows ? 
A) S, DB) Q, AC) V, CD) P, DE) Q, F 

 

52) How many persons are seated between V and R? 
A)OneB) TwoC) ThreeD) FourE) None 

 

53) P is related to A in the same way as S is related 

to B based on the given arrangement. To which of 

the following is T related to, following the same 

pattern? 
A)CB) DC) ED) FE) Cannot be determined 

 

54) Which of the following is true regarding T ? 
A) F faces T 

B) V is an immediate neighbour of T 

C) F faces the one who is second to right of T 
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D) T sits at one of the extreme ends of the line 

E) Q sits second to the right of T 

 

55) Four of the following five are alike in a certain 

way based on the given arrangement and so form a 

group. Which is the one that does not belong to that 

group? 
A) A-TB) B-TC) F-PD) C-VE) E – Q 

Directions (56-60): Read the following information 

carefully and answer the questions which follow. 
Ten people G, H, I, J, K, L, W, X, Y and Z live 

in a building with four FIoors. Each FLoor has 3 flats – 

flat 1, flat 2, and flat 3 in the same order from left to 

right. Ground floor is numbered floor 1 and top most 

floor is floor 4. Each flat is built in such a way that Flat 

1 of floor 2 is just above Flat 1 of floor 1 and so on. 

The two flats in which no one lives are on even 

numbered floor and in even numbered flat. G does not 

live on even numbered floor and even numbered flat. 

W lives in the flat just above H. The flat between K and 

X is vacant and K lives in one of the flat above X. L 

lives in an odd numbered flat which is in the left of X. 

Z and Y lives on the same floor and no one else is 

living with them on that floor. G lives on a floor and 

flat just above W’s floor and flat. I live on one of the 

floor on which one flat is vacant. Z and I both lives in 

the flat which is numbered 1. 

56) Who is living just above X? 
A) K  B) G  C) JD) Z  E) None 

 

57) Which of the following statement is true about 

G? 
A) G lives on an even numbered flat 

B) K is the immediate neighbour of G 

C) G lives on a floor on which one flat is vacant 

D) None is true 

E) G and W lives on the same floor 

 

58) Which of the following lives on the ground 

floor? 
A) GB) IC) LD) WE) None of these 

 

59) Which of the following does not belong to a 

certain group? 
A) GB) LC) WD) HE) Y 

 

60) Who is living in flat 1 on floor 4? 
A) Z  B) YC) No OneD) GE) W 

 

Direction (61-65) In each of the questions below are 

given three statements followed by three 

Conclusions numbered I, II and III. You have to 

take the given statements to be true even if they 

seem to be at variance from commonly known facts. 

Read all the Conclusions and then decide which of 

the given Conclusions logically follows from the 

given statements disregarding commonly known 

facts. 

 

61) Statements: 
All acer are dell. 

Some dell are hp. 

Some lenovo are hp. 

Conclusions : 
I Some lenovo are dell. 

II. Some hp areacer. 

III. Some acerarelenovo. 

A.OnlyIfollows 

B.OnlyIIfollows 

C.OnlyIandIIIfollow 

D.OnlyIIIfollows 

E.Nonefollows 

 

62) Statements: 
Some cat are rat. 

All rat are dog. 

All cat are tiger. 

Conclusions : 

I. Some tiger are rat. 

II. Some dog are cat. 

III. Some tiger are dog 

A.Allfollows 

B.OnlyIIfollows 

C.OnlyIandIIIfollow 

D.OnlyIIIfollows 

E.Nonefollows 

 

63) Statements : 

All book are copy. 

All copy are pen. 

All pencil are pen. 

Conclusions 
I. Some copy are pencil. 

II. Some pen are book. 

III. All book are pen. 

A.OnlyIfollows 

B.OnlyIIfollows 

C.OnlyIandIIIfollow 

D.OnlyIl &lIIfollows 

E.Nonefollows 

 

64) Statements : 
Some salman are kareena. 

All kareena are katrina.,Allpriyanka are katrina. 

Conclusions : 
I. All priyanka are kareena. 

II. Some salman are katrina. 

III. Some priyanka are salman. 
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A.OnlyIfollows 

B.OnlyIIfollows 

C.OnlyIandIIIfollow 

D.OnlyIIIfollows 

E.Nonefollows 

 

65) Statements : 

Some dhoni are kohli. 

All kohli are rohit. 

Some jadeja are kohli. 

Conclusions 
I. Some rohit are jadeja. 

II. Some dhoni are rohit. 

III. All rohit are kohli. 

A.OnlyIfollows 

B.OnlyIIfollows 

C.OnlyIandIIfollow 

D.OnlyIIIfollows 

E.Nonefollows 
 

Direction(66-70): Study the following arrangement 

to answer the given questions 

456      789      145      392      140      653      

806             

66) Which of the following is the sum of the first and 

third digit of the third largest number ? 
a)14  b)9   c)11  d)10  e)None 

 

67) If the above arrangement are arranged in the 

ascending order then what will be the middle 

number ? 
a)456  b)654  c)653  d)789  e)None 

 

68) If the position of the first and second digit is 

interchanged then what will be the second lowest 

number ? 
a)410  b)415  c)140  d)240  e)415 

 

69) If the position of the first and third is 

interchanged then what will be the sum of the 

fourth highest number 
a)13  b)11   c)6    d)9   e)10 

 

70) If an odd number of the first letter is increased 

by 1 and even number of the first letter is decreased 

by 1 then what will be the second digit of the second 

highest number ? 
a) 0  b) 9  c) 5  d) 7  e) 6 

 

Directions (71-73): These questions are based on the 

following information. 
‘P@Q’ means ‘P is the mother of Q’ 

‘P$Q’ means ‘P is the husband of Q’ 

‘P#Q’ means ‘P is the sister of Q’ 

‘P*Q’ means ‘P is the son of Q’. 

 

71) If F#J*T$R@L, then which of the following is 

definitely true? 
(a) L is the brother of F(b) F is the sister of L 

(c) F is the brother of J(d) L is the brother of J 

(e) None of these 

 

72)Which of the following indicates the relationship 

„R‟ is the daughter of T‟? 
(a) R#F*B@T(b) R#F*B$T(c) T@B#R*F 

(d) T@B#F*R(e) None of these 

 

73) M*H@D*K, represents what relation of K with 

M? 
(a) Mother(b) Father(c) Father-in-law 

(d) Sister  (e) None of these 

 

74)Ankita is facing South. She turns right and walks 

20 m. Then she turns right again and walks 10 m. 

Then she turns left and walk 10 m and then turning 

right and walk 20 m. Then she turns right again and 

walks 60 m. She is in which direction from her 

starting point? 
(a) North(b) North-west(c) East(d) North-east 

(e) None of these 

 

75) Prakash walks 20 m North. Then he turns right 

and walks 30 m. Then he turns right again and 

walks 35 m. Then he turns left and walks 15 m. 

Then he again turns left and walks 15 m. In which 

direction and how many meters away is he from his 

original position? 
(a) 15 metresWest(b) 30 metres East 

(c) 30 metresWest(d) 45 metres East 

(e) None of these 

 

Directions (76-78): Study the information given 

below and answer the questions that follow.  

(i) A, B, C, D, E and F are six students in a class. 

(ii) B and C are shorter than F but heavier that A. 

(iii) D is heavier than B and taller than C, 

(iv) E is shorter than D but taller than F. 

(v) F is heavier than D. 

(vi) A is shorter than E but taller than F. 

 

76) Who among them is the lightest?  

(a) A(b) B(c) C(d) B or C(e) Data inadequate 

 

77) Who is third from the top when they are 

arranged in descending order of heights?  

(a) A(b) B(c) C(d) E(e) None of these 

 

78) Which of the following groups of friends is 
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shorter than A?  

(a) B and C(b) D, B and C(c) E, B and C 

(d) F, B and C(e) None of these 

 

Directions (79-80): Study the following arrangement 

carefully and answer the questions given below: 
R 2 % M 3 E J # P 4 A * 9 6 @ U T 7 © I 1 Q 5 $ W 8 

V N B 

 

79)How many such symbols are there in the above 

arrangement, each of which is immediately 

preceded by a number and immediately followed by 

a consonant? 

(a) None (b)One(c)Two(d)Three 

(e)More than three 

 

80) Four of the following five are alike in a certain 

way based on their positions in the above 

arrangement and so form a group. Which is the one 

that does not belong to that group? 
(a) M E %(b) 4 * P(c) 7 I T(d) W V 5 

(e)T © U 
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